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Cyber world Real world

Can social media data be a mid-to-long term socio-economic 
recovery sensor?
• analyze the relationships between social media 

communication and socio-economic activities in the real 
world

Our Motivation

• Most related studies focus on short-term restoration and
a response phase and a few studies focus on mid-to-long
term recovery

• Address the possibilities of sensing a mid-to-long term
socio-economic recovery status by exploring social media
communication topics.

• Sensing communities’ status could improve recovery
efforts and plan/implement better recovery plans
because traditional socio-economic recovery indicators
(e.g., changes in population, consumption and GDP) are
not published in a real-time way, and social media data
have the possibility of filling the gap by their timeliness.

1. Related Literature & Contributions

RQ1: Do social media communication topics have a relationship with used-car demand in the disaster-stricken area?
RQ2: If so, are there different types of relationships with the used-car data from social media communication posted from 

local and non-local areas to the disaster-stricken area?

3. Research Questions

• Conduct LDA with 10 topics for the predetermined topic 
number

• Label every tweet in our dataset with the 10 topics 
• Probable topic’s half-monthly frequency ratio (Tn

t) 
• !"# = %&'() *+,-.-/ %0--"123
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(Figure 3)

where All Tweetst denote the number of all tweets in t 
period and Topic Labeled Tweetst

n denote the number of 
tweets labeled with the topic of n in t period.

4. Disaster-related Topics on Twitter

• Apply the equation (1) to each topic frequency ratio and each tweet dataset.
ln7 = 89 + 8;<( + 8=!( + >i ……. (1)

lnPi ; the natural logarithm of the real price of the i th product, Ti ; is topic frequency ratio. εi ; the error term. 
Transmission: X1i = Transmission Dummy (Automatic=1, others=0), Fuel: X2i = Diesel Dummy (Diesel=1, others=0), X3i = Gas 
Hybrid Dummy (Gas Hybrid=1, others=0), X4i = EV Dummy (EV=1, others=0), X5i = Other fuels Dummy (LPG, CNG or FC=1, 
others = 0), Age: X6i = Age (in years), Kilometers driven: X7i = 100,000km Dummy (over 100k km driven=1, others=0),Engine 
Volume:  X8i = Engine volume (cc).

5. Hedonic Model

# Proposed label Top 10 most probable words
0 Electricity/nuclear power plant restart, power saving, summer, rice, electricity, non-nuclear power, shortage, Kesennuma (city name), 

Hokkaido (region name), machine
1 One’s opinion think, oneself, thing, myself, say, appreciation, watch, what, now, direction
2 Political recovery support free, support, person, service, site, governor, consultation, minster, freely, photo
3 Nuclear-related recovery efforts recovery, nuclear power, Japan, evacuation, country, Fukushima, issue, say, government, China
4 Evacuation evacuation, children, child, shelter, kid, target, need, parent, work, school
5 Recovery affected-area, affected, recovery, land, use, message, think, smile, Japan, support
6 Means of transportation/ logistics use, car, vehicle, tax increase, restoration, accident, technology, automobile, ization/ize, need
7 Going to the disaster-stricken area car, go, think, come, inside, time, house, evacuation, go out, myself
8 Support support, affected-area, affected, the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami, recovery, direction, activity, 

volunteer, participation, recovery-support
9 Disaster damages tsunami, earthquake damage, evacuation, information, occurrence, news, the Great East Japan Earthquake 

and Tsunami, Mainichi newspaper, Miyagi prefecture

Table 1. LDA  topics

6. Result

Topic number
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

LC 0.19 -0.49 0.06 0.56** -1.08*** 0.64** -0.62 -0.41 -0.48 0.96**

Note1: The table only shows the result of LC because of limited space.
Note1: ** : p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.01
Note2: We found that there is a heteroskedasticity (Breusch-Pagan statistics’ p-value are all less than 0.01) and serial correlation
(Durbin-Watson statistics’ p-values are less than 0.01). Therefore, the standard errors are corrected for serial correlation and
heteroskedasticity using the Newey-West procedure (The same hereinafter).

Topic
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

LC -0.37 -0.06 0.41 -1.05 0.42 0.74 -0.51 0.94*** 3.22** 0.48

Table 2. Estimated Coefficients of Topic Frequency Ratio within Local Tweets 

Table 3. Estimated Coefficients of Topic Frequency Ratio within Non-Local Tweets 

• Disaster-related topics on social media might be
leveraged as a sensor of used-car demand in the disaster-
stricken area

• Tweet topics among local/non-locals had different types
of correlation with used-car demand

7. Discussion

• We show the possibility of using big data for sensing mid-
to-long term socio-economic recovery status in a disaster-
stricken area.

• Need to improve the way to collect local tweets
effectively. Topic analysis with local/non-local/unknown
location would be interesting.

• Need to analyze other socio-economic recovery indicators

8. Conclusion & Future Work
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Acknowledgement1 We bought the tweets through Kuchikomi@kakaricho (http://kakaricho.jp). We then applied machine learning
techniques to label the tweets as disaster-related or not (First, we manually sampled 2,000 tweets and labeled them by
ourselves. Second, we trained the manually labeled tweets with several classifiers (Naïve Bayes, Logistics Regression, and
SVM) and found Naïve Bayes had the best accuracy (Accuracy: 0.932, Precision: 0.945, Recall: 0.939). Therefore, we
labeled the rest of tweets with the Naïve Bayes classifier. We only used those labeled as disaster-related.
2 When a large-scale water-related disaster hits a community, used-car demand tends to increase in the community.
Shibuya and Tanaka (2017a) show that there was an increased demand for used cars, particularly for Light Motor Vehicles
in the disaster-stricken area compared to those in non-damaged areas after the Great East Japan Earthquake and
Tsunami.

2. Methods & Data
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Figure 1. The target Twitter data

Figure 3. LDA 10 Topic frequency ratio
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Note: We also analyzed other body types, but we only found a statistically significant correlation 
with twitter topics for light motor vehicle cabs.  

Broken lines: Non-local
Solid lines : Locals

http://www.asahi.com/special/10005/TKY201103120258.html

Figure 2. Number of used cars every two weeks 

(tweets either with  user profile 
information containing tsunami-
stricken cities’ names, or tweets 

containing geo-tagged 
information that indicate the 

information was tweeted from any of 
the tsunami-stricken cities.)
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